Novavax global supply chain

Novavax’ global COVID-19 manufacturing supply chain spans over a dozen countries. Together with our partners, we remain focused with urgency on bringing our vaccine to people in need around the globe – in both developed and developing countries.

Novavax’ vaccines are stored at standard refrigeration temperatures, enabling the use of existing vaccine supply and cold chain channels that make them practical for use in difficult-to-reach areas.

Antigen manufacturing sites harness Novavax’ recombinant technology platform to produce the proteins critical to disease pathogenesis and create three-dimensional nanostructures, which has been demonstrated to produce a highly immunogenic response.

Adjuvant manufacturing sites produce Novavax’ proprietary, immune- stimulating saponin-based Matrix-M™ adjuvant, which improves immune responses and enables vaccine dose-sparing.

Fill/finish/packaging sites finalize the product and prepare the Novavax COVID-19 vaccine for shipping worldwide.